
Curriculum overview for Y1 – Spring (1) 2023 

 

Engl i sh 
We will be exploring a range of books linked to our topic and 
using these to inspire our writing. This includes ‘The Night Pirates’ 
by Peter Harris and ‘Journey’ by Aaron Becker.  We will be 
composing sentences orally before writing them and when we are 
ready to write we will use our phonics to spell words where 
possible, leave spaces between words and form our letters 
accurately.  When we’re confident we will sequence sentences to 
form short narratives and use adjectives to describe.  

Ma ths 
We will be thinking about place value to 20 and addition and 
subtracting within 20.  We will be spending lots of time on 
identifying the tens and ones in a number and addition within 10, 
which is a vital topic for year 1 and the basis of strong foundations 
to build upon in later years.  This will include adding by counting 
on; using number bonds; adding by making 10; subtraction not 
crossing and then crossing 10; and using related facts. 

Key Experi ence  
 

‘Adventure at Sea’ Cutty Sark workshops  
30th January 

 

Gu id ing ques t ion 
How do we find our way on a journey?  

Who has made important journeys in the past?  
Why do people go on journeys? 

 

Journeys  and Tales Main foundat ion sub jec ts  l i nk :  
Geography and His tory  

See Knowledge Organi ser fo r more deta i l s   
 

Wr i t ing out comes :   
Writing for a variety of outcomes focusing on accurate, 

descriptive sentences. 
 

Compu ting  
In computing we will be thinking 
about mouse skills: dragging, 
dropping and controlling a cursor and 
using software tools to create art on 
the computer. 
We will also be thinking about online 
safety.  
 

P.E ,  R .E  and PSHE 
In P.E we will explore the fundamental skills of 
balancing, running, changing direction, jumping and 
skipping.  In our second P.E session we will be 
developing the basic skills required in invasion games 
such as sending, receiving and dribbling a ball as well 
as playing uneven and even sided games.   

In R.E we will be thinking about what it means to 
belong, and then relate it to how children are given a 
sense of belonging in four religions: Christianity, 
Islam, Hinduism and Sikhism.    

Our PSHE focus is growing and changing: getting 
help, becoming independent and body parts. 

 

Hi s tory and Geography 
In History, we will be learning about Sir 
Francis Drake and Sayyida al Hurra and the 
local history of Deptford Dockyard.  We will 
do this by investigating and interpreting the 
past using pictures, stories and online sources 
and by asking questions such as what was it 
like for people? What happened? How long 
ago?  
 
In Geography, we will be using simple compass 
directions (North, South, East and West) and 
locational and directional language [for 
example, near and far; left and right], to 
describe the location of features and routes on 
a map. 
 

Mus ic 
In Music we will be using our voices, 
movement and instruments to explore 
changes of pitch and develop a 
performance with different vocal pitch 
shapes and tuned percussion.  
We will also be listening to music by 
‘Everything but the Girl’ (dance genre). 

Art  
In Art, we will be using and exploring watercolour paint: discovering what 
watercolour can do and its special characteristics; how we can use the elements of 
surprise and accident to help us create art and that we can develop our painting by 
reflecting upon wat we see, and adding new lines and shapes to help develop 
imagery. 
 

The teaching in Y1 is a blend of whole class, small groups and teaching within the provision like they had in reception (Free Flow).  The indoor and outdoor provision is carefully linked to the Y1 
curriculum and is where children will consolidate what they have learnt in whole class learning as well as following their own interests. Adults look for ‘teachable moments’ to support or move the 
children on in their learning.  

 


